ANSWERS TO COMMONLY ASKED QUESTIONS DVD WORKSHEET

1) “I applied mine heart to know, and to search, and to ______out wisdom, and the _______ of things” (Ecc 7:25).

2) “But sanctify the Lord God in your hearts: and be ready always to give an ________ to every man that _________ you a ________ of the hope that is in you with meekness and fear” (1 Peter 3:15).

3) “_______ to show thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly _______________ the word of truth.” (2 Tim 2:15)

4) What do Roger DeHart and Kevin Haley have in common?

5) Name two famous scientists who believed in Creation.

6) What textbook was used in public schools in the late 1700's and early 1800's?

7) In the above textbook what was a commonly cited book?

8) What year was the Scopes Trial?

9) What was the focus of the Scopes Trial?

10) In what year was the last law banning evolution overturned?

11) What was the point of the Louisiana Law? When was it overturned?

12) What did Stephen Jay Gould say about teaching evolution?
13) When the Louisiana Law was overturned did it make it illegal to teach creation? Why or why not?

14) In 1963 the Supreme court banned the Bible for what purpose?

15) What was the ruling of School District of Abington Township v. Schempp, 374 U.S. 203, 225, (1963)?

16) What was the ruling of Stone v. Graham, 449 U.S. 39, 42 (1980)?

17) What was the ruling of Edwards vs. Aguillard, 482 U.S. 96 (1987)?

18) Where are the words “Separation of Church and State” recorded?

19) What was Jefferson’s point in mentioning separation of church and state?

20) What do evolutionists actually see when they say they see a star forming?

21) What is a light year?

22) How many super novas have been seen?

23) Is there any evidence that the speed of light may have changed?

24) Give two possible explanations for stars many million light years away being seen today, only 6000 years after creation.

25) “I have made the earth, and created man upon it: I, even my hands, have __________ out the __________, and all their host have I commanded.”

26) Give one reason God may have used a Flood to destroy the earth.

27) What is the problem for evolution when we find dinosaur bones not fossilized?

28) The largest cranes can only lift about how many tons? In Peru some stones were moved in ancient times weighing how much?

29) How far back to we have evidence of analog computers?

30) What is special about the hammer found in London Texas?
31) The DNA in all the cells of the human body would fill up what?

32) How many failures were there before Dolly was cloned?

33) What does in vitro mean?

34) What do scientists call a 5 day human being in the womb?

35) Stem cells can develop into what?

36) In the cloning process, when the original 23 chromosomes are removed from the cell, what is put in its place?

37) Where do embryonic stem cells come from in the cloning process?

38) What happens to an embryo (child) when it is used for stem cell research?

39) What does pluri-potent mean?

40) Can Christians support any type of stem cell research?

41) How many children have been killed through abortion since 1973?

42) Give an analogy to show that there are not different races of humans.

43) What does the Mormon doctrine say about black people?

44) Where did the races come from?

45) What ancestral line did the Europeans come from?

46) What words make up the Chinese word for “boat” and what significance does that have?

47) Name a cave man in the Bible.

48) What did Nebraska man turn out to be?

49) Neanderthal had a brain how much bigger than modern man?

50) Who discovered Lucy and when?

51) What is wrong with the location of where the knee of Lucy was found?

52) What is a gross misrepresentation of the fossil evidence on the model of Lucy in the St. Louis Zoo?
53) What was Peking Man?
54) When was the stone age?
55) Which rib will grow back?
56) "And that the whole land thereof is brimstone, and salt, and burning, that it is not sown, nor beareth, nor any grass groweth therein, like the overthrow of __________, and __________, __________, and __________, which the LORD overthrew in his anger, and in his wrath" (Deut 29:23).
57) List seven events that occurred on April 17th.

58) How can we divide the seven days of creation as well as many sevens throughout the Bible?
59) Divide all of history using this same pattern.
60) What words make up the Chinese word for desire or covet?
61) Most states have laws that say what about textbooks?
62) What year marked the rapid decline of morals in America and why?
63) Pregnancies are up by how much since prayer was taken out of schools?
64) Violent Crimes went up by how much since prayer was taken out of schools?
65) What did Eric Harris's T-shirt say?
66) What happened to SAT scores after 1963?

67) As of 1995 what percentage of people believe the earth was created in the last 10,000 years?

68) Where is life at according to the Bible?

69) What Bible verse shows that Adam and Eve were the first created beings right from the beginning of creation?
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ANSWER KEY

1) Seek, reason
2) Answer, asketh, reason.
3) Study, dividing.
4) Both were fired for exposing the truth about evolution being a lie.
5) Can be a number of over 300.
6) Primer
7) The Bible.
8) 1925
9) The ACLU was trying to get a ban on teaching evolution overturned which would allow evolution to be taught.
10) 1968
11) Required teachers to teach creation if they taught evolution. 1987.
12) It can be taught in public schools.
13) NO. Only says you can not require creation to be taught or demand equal time.
14) To use it to get people saved.
15) The Bible is worthy of study.
16) The Bible may be constitutionally used.
17) Teachers can teach alternatives to evolution for the sake of scientific truth.
18) Thomas Jefferson used it in a letter to Pastor Danbury (Baptist) in Dayton, Conn. in 1802.
19) To keep any one church denomination from ruling the government.
20) Evolutionists just see a ball of gas that they believe (but have no proof of) will eventually turn into a star over billions of years.
21) The DISTANCE light travels in one year. It is not a measure of time.
22) 300.
23) Yes.
24) When God stretched out the heavens it brought light here much like dots on a balloon spread out when the balloon is blown up. Light was faster in the past. God created a light already here. White holes. There are many more plausible scientific evidences.
25) Stretched, heavens.
26) Left evidence of God’s wrath and grace. To give preparation time.
27) Dinosaur bones should all be fossilized or gone if they lived 65 million years ago. If they are only 6000 years old we can understand why we find them unfossilized.
28) 3000, 20,000
29) 100 BC
30) We can’t combine iron and chlorine today outside of a microscopic scale. It is Iron that doesn’t rust. It was found with dinosaurs.
31) 2 Tablespoons.
32) 277
33) In glass
34) blastocyst
35) Nerve cells, bone marrow, pancreatic cells to virtually anything in the body.
36) A somatic (body) cell with now 46 chromosomes.
37) The blastocyst
38) Kills the child.
39) Many power showing that cells can become many different things.
40) We are against embryonic stem cell research but adult stem cell research is okay.
41) 43 million.
42) We don’t say look at the different races of cows when we see different colors.
43) They are cursed and not equal with white people.
44) Tower of Babel caused isolated gene pools to develop dominate characteristics.
45) Japheth
46) Vessel, eight, mouth. Reminds us of Noah’s Ark. Many Chinese characters have Biblical roots.
47) Lot, David
48) A Pig.
49) 13%
51) It was found 1 ½ miles away and 200 feet deeper than the rest of the bones.
52) It has human hands and feet on the model but a later find shows they were chimp hands and feet. Lucy’s hands and feet were never found.
53) Man’s lunch as it was common to eat monkey brains.
54) The stone age happened after the Tower of Babel when people were spreading out. They used stone tools which were easily left behind rather than carrying them with them.
55) Lower rib.
56) Sodom, and Gomorrah, Admah, and Zeboim,
57) Noah’s Ark landed on Ararat, the Israelites crossed the Red Sea, Jacob came to Egypt and was delivered from the famine, Joshua was told how to conquer Jericho, Haman was hung, Hezekiah cleansed the temple and restored worship, and Jesus rose from the dead.
58) First four, the next two, the final one.
59) Four thousand O.T. years, Two thousand N.T. years and a millennium.
60) 2 trees plus a woman.
61) Laws state that textbooks should be accurate and factual.
62) 1963, prayer was taken out of school
63) 533%
64) 995%
65) Natural Selection.
66) Dropped
67) 61%
68) Blood